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Appendix A: Factored Linear Feedback
We trained a reduced (factored) linear function (as in [DLvdPY15])
that maps a deviation of the current character state s from the reference state ŝ to a deviation from the reference action â to the final
action a, which can formally be written as:
δa = M f eedback · δs,
where δs = s − ŝ. The final action is then a = â + δa. Instead of
optimizing for the full feedback matrix M f eedback of size m × n,
where m is the dimension of δa and n the dimension of δs, the
matrix is factored into two projection components Msp and Map of
dimensionality r × n and m × r, resulting in:
δa = Mcp · Mip · δs.
This factored policy with reduced-order r has only r · (m + n) parameters to optimize. For our experiments we used r = 1.
The goal is then to take an open-loop reference action and the
corresponding simulated states (feasible reference motion), and optimize this factored linear feedback function such that the motion
can be repeated multiple times without falling.
Reference State and Controls In our case, the reference controls
are the PD joint angles obtained through the trajectory optimization
and the reference states come from the corresponding simulated
motion. The character state used is defined as a 19-dimensional
state vector, comprised of a set of key-features describing the characters pose and motion:
s = {qroot , hroot , Mroot , pcom , vcom , d f eet },
where qroot , hroot and Mroot are the orientation, height and angular
momentum of the root, pcom and vcom the position and linear velocity of the center-of-mass (CoM) and d f eet the vectors from the
CoM to the feet. All quantities are expressed in the character frame,
which is defined as the root orientation around the vertical axis.
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specifically we do 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 rollouts. For each stage the
initial mean of CMA-ES is initialized with the best solution of the
previous stage (zero at the beginning). The initial standard deviation is set to σ = 0.1, the population size to 30 and CMA-ES is
executed for 1000 iterations.
During the optimization the motion is simulated for the specified
number of rollouts, using the sampled matrix parameters, and evaluated using cost functions (1) measuring how long the character
was able to stay in balance and how close the simulated motion is
to the reference motion. Similar to the trajectory optimization the
cost is computed at a low frequency, every 0.05s. Although the reference motion is mechanically feasible (output from the trajectory
optimization), it cannot be repeated multiple times and thus strictly
measuring similarities between poses is not enough. Additionally
balance and root features help to prevent the character from falling.
Hence the final cost energy to minimize is:
Emotion = Eroot + Ebalance + E pose

(1)

Root Eroot tries to match the root height to the reference motion.
It is the same as Eh defined for the trajectory optimization.
Balance Ebalance tries to keep the character in balance:
Ebalance = wbalance · (ttotal − tbalance ),
where ttotal is the total time of the repeated reference motion for
the current stage (reference motion duration × number of rollouts)
and tbalance is the time the character was able to stay in balance,
which is defined to have the root height above a certain threshold
(we used half of the initial root height). We used wbalanec = 200.
Pose E pose tries to match the internal joint angles to the reference
motion. It is the same as defined for the trajectory optimization.
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Optimization Details
We optimize the matrix parameters with CMA-ES. Because it is a
difficult problem, it is performed in multiple stages, gradually increasing the difficulty by performing more rollouts of the motion,
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